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STANDARDS
Types

One issue is ‘standards’ cover a range of things, so its not always 
clear what people mean;

►Document standards (focus here)
►Guidelines (range of sources, incl. regulators)

►Pharmacopoeia monographs (chapters are guidance)

►In-house SOPs etc

►ISO, ASTM, etc (consensus standards)

►Etc.

►Physical standards
►WHO reference standards

►Pharmacopoeia reference standards

►In-house reference materials
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STANDARDS
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Considering monoclonal antibodies

Over 30 years
~90 mAb approved in EU
~10 biosimilar
All similar structure, limited 
number of MoA
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Web-search

►Basically nothing came up for document standards for mAbs
►ISO, ASTM etc

►Quite a lot about reference standards for mAbs
►Easier to understand why
►Relates mostly to biosimilars
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ISO STANDARDS
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All the ISO documents for area = Biotechnology

ISO STANDARDS
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Even pharmaceutical equipment has few



STANDARDS
Why are there few/no consensus standards for mAbs?

►All biological medicinal products (biologics) are inherently 
different (as are biological raw materials)
►Most are new active substances, so unique
►But even biosimilars (and me-too) have a different process (no /little 
knowledge of innovator process)

►The process is different for each (and proprietary) and 
influences;
►Process-related impurities
►Product-related impurities
►And also prost-translational modifications can differ, e.g. glycosylation 
(proteins)

►for cell therapy we can assume a bigger impact
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STANDARDS
Biosimilars

►There are a few monographs for biotech (protein) active 
substances, e.g. erythropoietin, insulin

►Some argue (myself included) these are not useful
►Because of previous slide (they are incomplete), need to be case-by-
case

►Not how you establish biosimilarity (some have made this mistake)
►Not needed for me-too as they do full development (just like a new 
active substance)

►Suggests standards for the cellular active should not be 
attempted.
Note: the idea of a biosimilar cell therapy is currently implausible 
scientifically, and likely completely impractical or impossible (autologous).
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STANDARDS
What standards might be useful?

Materials

►Standards for biological materials are (previous slides) unlikely 
to be very helpful

►Not many chemical materials that don’t have a monograph.
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STANDARDS
What standards might be useful?

Analytical Methods

►Pharmacopoeia monographs need to be validated methods 
(inter/intra lab), which is challenging given the diversity of 
samples that might be tested.
►Potency is product and indication specific – so not possible.
►Bioassays in general are unlikely to be suitable for a monograph
►Cell counting seems deceptively simple, yet isn’t amenable to this 
approach (cell type, matrix etc).

►Leaves guideline approaches (flexible)
►Which is mostly where we are now, the developer has to develop and 
validate their methods.
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STANDARDS
Often get misused.

“In their 2006 position paper, ISCT emphasized 
that their proposed identifying criteria were not 
to be confused with final product lot release 
specifications developed for clinical trials 
(Dominici et al., 2006). Interestingly, literature 
and regulatory submission descriptions appear 
to indicate that many researchers believe 
otherwise.”
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STANDARDS
Just to clarify, I do appreciate the potential value of standards.
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THANK YOU FOR LISTENING
Questions?
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